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Dear President Trump. I have heard about a Doctor who is a scientist and very good with chemicals. He was put
in prison because he created a Non Toxic Copper Water that now has been shown to maybe be the Cure for Aids
and Malaria. I have used this product myself and will state that/ in my opinion it works. Now I'm told that it would
have even saved John McCain, but maybe that is not a good thing.
Anyway, his name is David Roland:Hinkson. In the past he would broadcast his own talk show on the World
Wide Christian Radio Network back in 1988. He was on the show right after Bill Copper. David also ran for the
Clark Country Commission and worked as a Campaign Manager for the famous Erin Russo, who ran against
Harry Reid in 1994. Dave and Erin both lost by about 3%. We think that Harry Reid fixed this election. I know
that David personally spend over $30,000 of his own money attempting to unseat Mr. Reid. And each talk show
was not so favorable towards Mr. Reid. We now believe that Mr. Hinkson is in prison as Harry wanted to make
sure he stays there. This is interesting as Mr. Hinkson went to the same LDS Ward that Harry was in.
Mr. Hinkson was also the Co Host on the Lue Epton show for about four years. Lue has now died of Cancer and
we think that David could have saved him. No good deed goes un punished.
When David was not making minerals and selling them for a very low cost to help others, he was working on a
new Energy Device. This Device is called the GALT Motor. The name GALT means "Geometrically Amplified
Lateral Torroid." The device can be seen actually working on the Y Tube Video if you just type in the name
GALTgenerator and go to the forth pick down.
In all Mr. Hinkson now has Seven Energy Devices and he can not Patent any of them as the U.S. Patent Office
now states that there is no such thing as Perpetual Motion. I assure you his devices all work. Now the BOP just
ignores every single brief that has been filed for Mr. Hinkson as the Ninth Circuit is ruling wrong on purpose every
step of the way. These Judges are making law from the Bench.
Now they arrested Mr. Hinkson for talking money out of his own account using a law that did not ever pertain to
him. So, Mr. Hinkson sat in jail uncharged for two full years and than had a kangaroo trail. Then shortly
thereafter they brought in a known Child Molester named Joe Swisher and had him testify that Mr. Hinkson hired
him to kill three Federal Officials. This is interesting as it shows just how much they hate Mr. Hinkson. Also, they
hid Mr. Hinkson Passport and travel records that all showed that Mr. Hinkson was in Saint Petersburg Russia,
when they said he did all of these crimes. Mr. Hinkson had over 50 alibi witness that were not allowed to be
called. How can you accuse a man who has cure and help thousands of people with there infectious diseases
and accuse him of over 149 Murders for Hire. I will tell you that only the Ninth Circuit could do such a thing. Note
that Mr. Hinkson even won his appeal and the same Judges that canceled your travel ban, voted to over turn his
win; and to do this they created a whole new law just for Mr. Hinkson, called the new Hinkson Standard. This so
called Hinkson Standard violates the ex post facto part of the constitution.
Then after twelve years as a political prisoner these Feds fire bombed his WaterOz Factory in Idaho. Now all
is lost.
Now that Dimaya has passed as you new chosen Supreme Court Judge ruled the right way, Mr. Hinkson now
qualify's to be released under Dimaya. So now the Ninth Circuit has not answered this Dimaya brief that Mr.
Hinkson filed. So, Mr. Hinkson now has a 2241 brief filed in KY and they denied this and now it has been taken
up on Apeal in Ohio. So, as you can now see Mr. Hinkson is doing his own legal work.
Not that Mr. Hinkson's Russian wife has fled to Germany and lives there and will not come back here as they
accused her of being a Russian Spy. Yes there is some Russian Collusion here over this issue.
The last lecture that Mr. Hinkson gave was in 2002 to the Infectious Disease Symposium in Xhrcove Ukraine to
over 200 Russian Speaking Doctors. He was giving this speech when they said he was here meeting with the
witness who said he was hired to go and kill someone. But what is really interesting is the Liar Mr. Swisher was
in the VA Hospital in a Coma, when they said that he had met with Mr. Hinkson to be a killer. Two years after Mr.
Hinkson's Trial, Mr. Swisher went to trial for the same testimony of purjerous lies and now was released early by
the Judge who he said Mr. Hinkson wanted to kill. This Judge is named Judge Lodge. Lodge is the one who had
Vickie Weaver shot at Ruby Ridge; he is the Judge who had Congressman Hansen Kidnapped for six months; he
is the Judge who stole the farms up and down the snake rive. This Lodge is very evil in my opinion.
As Mr. Hinkson was working as a Parallegal in Las Vegas he met a man who now has died. Mr. Hinkson
helped him with his fight at the BLM. This was like the Bundy fight. This man found the mother load of Platnium
out in the Nevada Desert and Mr. Hinkson has written the White House three times to tell you about this Platnium.
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out in the Nevada Desert and Mr. Hinkson has written the White House three times to tell you about this Platnium.
There is enough to back the Monetary Supply of Dollars globally. Mr. Hinkson now believes that Harry Ried is out
there getting this Platnium. You helped the Pebble Mining Company. Therefore Mr. Hinkson now has so much to
offer to help this country. It is just a shame what they have done to him. Look at the way they have attack you
since the Election.
At this time the VA has still refused to bring forth the evidence of Mr. Swisher being in a Coma in July of 2002.
They have sent a letter saying they will give it but they have refused. This case is easy to figure out. Either Mr.
Hinkson was here or he was in Russia. I'm told that Mr. Hinkson had a Annual Visa for Russia that was granted
to him and the Russians have proof of this at the embassy in D.C.
It is just wrong to take an innocent man who is helping others and accusing him of endless lies all based on
perjury. I don't think anybody is safe from these people. They brag that they can indict a ham sandwich.
So, proving he is innocent should not be that difficult.
I think that what you should do is to call up the Ninth Circuit and the Sixth Circuit and just tell them to rule the
right was under Dimaya as Mr. Hinkson has already been locked up for 16 years.
Thousands of people are now really dead as Mr. Hinkson was never allowed to finish his work. I'm told that Mr.
Hinkson also speaks fluent Russian. He is the foremost expert in the world on Common Law Republic Concepts.
I think that Mr. Hinkson should be given a position as the Secretary of the Interior as he is the most
knowledgeable man on these land issue. He was a Real-estate Broker in three states at one time. He also wrote
the legal Briefs that were the Sage Brush Rebellion back in the early 90's. We all know he is innocent and we
want him to help us with many of these problems.
Mr. Hinkson just got a letter from the Pardon Board and they say that they are investigating Mr. Hinkson Case.
We know that your office has now written three letters to Mr. Hinkson's Mother. They were all optimistic.
I have written you this letter to just cover the rest of the things that Mr. Hinkson is capable of helping you with. I
believe that his is needed and we need his help for some of these Green Issues. One of Mr. Hinkson ideas was
for the Republicans to seize the Global Warming Movement and make it conservative. He has a lot of ideas.
Only you can reach out to him and give him some help and then support his efforts to bring down the cost of
Energy. Remember he has a working model and can prove his many crazy sounding claims.
Signed.
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